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One of the most precious commodities in life is a sense of inspiration. Where it exits,
even the most daunting obstacles seem perfectly surmountable. Where it is absent, even the
smoothest terrain seems formidable.
As we prepare ourselves for Zman Matan Toratenu, the familiar Mishnah in Avot comes
to mind: Hillel was wont to say: “If I am not for myself, who will be for me?’1.
Rashi interprets this Mishnah in a conventional sense. If I will not perform the mitzvot of
the Torah, as referenced in the beginning of this week’s sedra, Im Bechukotai Telechu Vi’Et
Mitzvotai Tishmiru Va’Asitem Otam, than who will perform these commandments for me. I
cannot look towards others, Hillel was teaching, when it comes to fulfilling that which is
expected of me.
Rambam, however, takes a subtly different approach, but one which is replete with
resonates deeply. Rambam focuses not on one’s personal responsibility to perform the
commandments, as Rashi did, but one’s responsibility to serve as one's own ultimate sense of
inspiration. Actions, inexorably, will follow.
Expanding on Rambam’s approach, Rabbeinu Yonah notes that inspiration which is
derived from external sources, from compelling speakers, charismatic personalities, best selling
books, is always short lived. As we all know from personal experience, despite the marketing,
very, very few speakers truly ‘change one’s life.’
Apparently, according to this approach, Hillel was attempting to save us all some
suspense. The only way to live a truly inspired life is not through any short term fix, but the
daily, grinding work of shaping one’s character to the point where one’s own set of habits and
discipline is itself a propulsive force. As we count each day in the Omer, building one upon the
other, in perfect succession, we mirror this process, of the slow, steady work of character
development.
As Hillel himself so famously concluded the Mishnah, ‘If not now, when?’ There is, when
it comes to undertaking that painstaking work of character development, no time like the
present.
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